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From high up, fifteen thousand feet above, where the aerial photo- 

graphs are taken, 4121 Wilson Avenue, the address I know best, is a 

minuscule point, a scab of green. In satellite images shot from higher 

still, my former street dissolves into the toe of Louisiana’s boot. From 

this vantage point, our address, now mite size, would appear to sit in 

the Gulf of Mexico. Distance lends perspective, but it can also shade, 

misinterpret. From these great heights, my brother Carl would not be 

seen. 

Carl, who is also my brother Rabbit, sits his days and nights away 

at 4121 Wilson Avenue at least five times a week after working his main- 

tenance job at NASA or when he is not fishing or near to the water where 

he loves to be. Four thousand fifteen days past the Water, beyond all news 

cycles known to man, still sits a skinny man in shorts, white socks pulled 

up to his kneecaps, one gold picture frame around his front tooth. 

Sometimes you can find Carl alone on our lot, poised on an ice 

chest, searching the view, as if for a sign, as if for a wonder. Or else, seated 

at a pecan-colored dining table with intricately carved legs, holding court. 

The table where Carl sometimes sits is on the spot where our living room 

used to be but where instead of floor there is green grass trying to grow. 

See Carl gesturing with a long arm, if he feels like it, wearing dark 

shades even if it is night. See Rabbit with his legs crossed at the ankle, a 

long-legged man, knotted up. 

I can see him there now, in my mind’s eye, silent and holding a beer. 

Babysitting ruins. But that is not his language or sentiment; he would 

never betray the Yellow House like that. 

Carl often finds company on Wilson Avenue where he keeps watch. 

Friends will arrive and pop their trunks, revealing coolers containing 

spirits on ice. “Help yourself, baby,” they will say. If someone has to pee, 

they do it in what used to be our den. Or they use the bright-blue porta 

potty sitting at the back of the yard, where the shed once was. Now, this 
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plastic, vertical bathroom is the only structure on the lot. Written on its 

front in white block letters on black background: city of new orleans. 

 
I have stacked twelve or thirteen history-telling books about New Orleans. 

Beautiful Crescent; New Orleans, Yesterday and Today; New Orleans as It 

Was; New Orleans: The Place and the People; Fabulous New Orleans; New 

Orleans: A Guide to America’s Most Interesting City. So on and so forth. 

I have thumbed through each of these, past voluminous sections about 

the French Quarter, the Garden District, and St. Charles Avenue, in search 

of the area of the city where I grew up, New Orleans East. Mentions are 

rare and spare, afterthoughts. There are no guided tours to this part of 

the city, except for the disaster bus tours that became an industry after 

Hurricane Katrina, carting visitors around, pointing out the great destruc- 

tion of neighborhoods that were never known or set foot in before the 

Water, except by their residents. 

Imagine that the streets are dead quiet, and you lived on those dead 

quiet streets, and there is nothing left of anything you once owned. Those 

rare survivors who are still present on the scene, working in those skeletal 

byways, are dressed in blue disposable jumpsuits and wearing face masks 

to avoid being burned by the black mold that is everywhere in their homes, 

climbing up the walls, forming slippery abstract figures underfoot. While 

this is going on and you are wondering whether you will find remains of 

anything that you ever loved, tourists are passing by in an air-conditioned 

bus snapping images of your personal destruction. There is something 

affirming, I can see, in the acknowledgment by the tourists of the hor- 

rendous destructive act, but it still might feel like invasion. And anyway, 

I do not believe the tour buses ever made it to the street where I grew up. 

In one of these piled books that describes the suburbs, New Orleans 

East is not included, but Jefferson Parish, which lies outside city bounds, 

and several cemeteries are. Cemeteries, as far as I know, cannot be counted 

as actual neighborhoods even though local lore describes aboveground 

tombs as houses of the dead. 
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On a detailed city map once given to me by Avis Rent a Car, the 

French Quarter has been shaded in light turquoise, magnified in a box 

at the bottom of the page. New Orleans East is cut off, a point beyond, 

a blank space on someone’s mental map. This is perhaps a practical mat- 

ter. New Orleans East is fifty times the size of the French Quarter, one- 

fourth of the city’s developed surface. Properly mapped, it might swallow 

the page whole. 

What the Avis map does not tell you is that to travel the seven miles 

from the French Quarter to the Yellow House in which I grew up, you 

would take Interstate 10 heading east. When this portion of the interstate 

opened in 1968, hundreds of great oaks along Claiborne Avenue, the 

black shopping district for my mother and grandmother, had been chopped 

down, their roots evicted. One hundred fifty-five houses were demolished 

to make way. 

Driving the interstate, you will know that you are on track when you 

see signs indicating Vieux Carré final exit, but do not get off. Stay on. 

After another four miles, you will arrive at the bridge we call the High 

Rise for the dramatic arc it makes over the Industrial Canal that connects 

the Mississippi River to Lake Pontchartrain but exiles eastern New Orleans 

from the rest of the city. Being at the top of the High Rise feels like resting 

on the verge of discovery, but the descent is cruel and steep. 

Exit suddenly at Chef Menteur, a four-lane highway built on an 

ancient high ridge once traversed by Native American tribes but that 

now carries cars all the way to Florida or Texas. Chef Menteur bifurcates 

the short, industrialized end of Wilson Avenue, where I grew up, from 

the longer residential end of mostly brick houses and of my former 

elementary school, originally named Jefferson Davis after the Confeder- 

ate president before becoming Ernest Morial after the first black mayor 

of New Orleans. It is nameless now—a field of green grass bounded by 

a chain-link fence. 

Even as I write this, I am troubled again by what it meant for us—me 

and my eleven siblings—to have to cross Chef Menteur Highway, which 
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was then and is now a sea of prostitution with cars pulling over, sometimes 

partway onto the sidewalk, creeping alongside you even if you were only 

a child on an errand; these were mostly men in cars, making deals. 

Cars could drag you down Chef Menteur without realizing it, as 

one dragged my sister Karen when she was eight years old. Drivers in 

speeding cars self-destructed on this highway. Alvin, my childhood friend, 

would die in this way. Someone could grab and abduct you while you 

stood there on Chef Menteur’s neutral ground, as we call medians. Or 

see you standing there when you did not want to be seen, as I would not, 

many years into young womanhood, when I avoided showing people the 

place where I lived. When I think of Chef Menteur Highway and of being 

cut off—from the other side of the street, from the city center, plain cut 

off—I think of all of this. 

Chef Menteur was named after either a Choctaw Indian chief or a 

governor who lied too much. The name, translated from French, means 

“chief liar.” This is the poetry of New Orleans names. That city hall sits 

on a street named lost. Perdido. 

Once you have exited onto Chef Menteur, drive one mile in the 

far-right lane. Along the way you will pass a Chevron gas station, an 

auto parts store, and blank billboards advertising nothing at all. You 

will find yourself in what has been described in articles and books 

appearing in the eighties and nineties as the “true land of no return,” 

afflicted with “overgrown yards, outdated billboards,” where “weary 

1960s-era commercial architecture commingle with cyclone-fenced 

lots . . . and mundane 1970s residential architecture.” Where “a general 

malaise hangs over.” 

You will pass run-down apartment complexes on your left and on 

your right, in areas that used to be called the Grove, the Goose, and the 

Gap, where growing up, my brothers made allegiances and enemies and 

where a bullet grazed my brother Darryl’s face in the middle of a school 

dance. You will pass an emptied-out building that used to be a bank 

where Mom and I visited the drive-through and where the teller passed 

lollipops with the deposit slip. You will go by Causey’s Country Kitchen, 
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the soul food restaurant where, after the Water, a luxury bus from the 

parking lot lodged itself into the lunch counter. 

Closer to our street, you will see Natal’s Supermarket, which is really 

only a corner store, where Mom sent me as a kid to buy “liver cheese” 

for one dollar a pound. Years later, a graduate student at Berkeley, I would 

discover that the liver cheese we paid practically nothing for was dressed 

up, called pâté, and cost nine dollars a pound. 

At the light where Wilson Avenue intersects Chef, turn right at the 

foundation that once held a tire shop that used to be a laundromat where 

my older siblings survived Hurricane Betsy in 1965. 

After you make that right turn onto the short end of Wilson Avenue, 

look left and you will see an empty lot where the gas station used to be 

and where Mr. Spanata from Italy built his family’s compound. Gone 

now. Next door to that is the cottage where Ms. Schmidt from uptown 

lived before my siblings Michael and Karen and Byron rented it, at dif- 

ferent times, but where no one lives now. 

Next door to that (all the houses on the short end except for one 

were on the left side of the street) is a concrete slab representing the house 

where the Davis family lived before getting fed up with the short end of 

Wilson and moving elsewhere. 

Then you will come upon Ms. Octavia’s cream-colored shotgun 

house that now belongs to her granddaughter Rachelle—the only remain- 

ing legal inhabitant of the street—before finally arriving at what used to 

be our Yellow House. 

My mother, Ivory Mae, bought this house in 1961 when she was 

nineteen years old. It was her first and only house. Within its walls, my 

mother made her world. Twelve children passed through its doors: descen- 

dants of Ivory Mae Broom and her first husband, Edward Webb; of Ivory 

Mae Broom and Simon Broom; and of Simon Broom and his first wife, 

Carrie Broom. We are Simon Jr., Deborah, Valeria, Eddie, Michael, Dar- 

ryl, Carl, Karen, Troy, Byron, Lynette, and Sarah. We span the generations, 

born to every decade, beginning in the forties. I arrived ten hours before 

the eighties. 
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When you are babiest in a family with eleven older points of view, 

eleven disparate rallying cries, eleven demanding and pay-attention-to-me 

voices—all variations of the communal story—developing your own becomes 

a matter of survival. There can be, in this scenario, no neutral ground. 

 
Yet feelings of transgression linger, the conviction that by writing down 

the history of the people who have come before me—who, in a way, com- 

pose me—I have upended the natural order of things. 

When I call my eldest brother, Simon, at his home in North Carolina 

to explain all the things I want to know and why, he expresses worry that 

by writing this all down here, I will disrupt, unravel, and tear down every- 

thing the Broom family has ever built. He would like, now, to live in the 

future and forget about the past. “There is a lot we have subconsciously 

agreed that we don’t want to know,” he tells me. When he asks about my 

project, I am imprecise, lofty, saying I am writing about “architecture and 

belonging and space.” 

“It is a problem when you are talking too much,” he says. I take his 

sentence down in my notebook at the moment he says it, just as he says 

it. I have not added a single word. Nor have I taken anything away. 

 
In New Orleans, we tell direction by where we are in relation to the Mis- 

sissippi River, in relation to water. Our house was bounded by water. The 

Mississippi snaked three miles to the back of us. Less than a mile away, 

west and south, were the Industrial Canal and its interlinking Intracoastal 

Waterway. Lake Pontchartrain sat two miles north. To the far east lay the 

Rigolets, a strait connecting Lake Pontchartrain to Lake Borgne, a brack- 

ish lagoon that opens into the Gulf of Mexico. We were surrounded by 

boats, barges, and trains; ingresses and egresses—a stone’s throw from 

the Old Road, which is what we called Old Gentilly Road. My father, 

Simon Broom, took the Old Road to his job at NASA. Later, my brother 

Carl took the Old Road to his job at NASA. Same road, same maintenance 

job, different men. But the road is impassable now because at a certain 

point, illegal tire and trash dumps block the way. The train tracks perched 
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above the Old Road were laid in the 1870s for the Louisville and Nashville 

Railroad, trains that passed almost nightly in my growing up. Their clack- 

ing and roar were the sounds outside my window as I tried to sleep. The 

Old Road could, if clear, lead you to the Michoud neighborhood, where 

Vietnamese immigrants settled after the Vietnam War; or to Resthaven 

cemetery, where my best childhood friend, Alvin, is buried; or to NASA’s 

manufacturing plant, where rocket boosters were built for the Apollo 

space mission but where Hollywood fantasies are conjured now, its unused 

acres frequently leased as movie sets. 

By bringing you here, to the Yellow House, I have gone against my 

learnings. You know this house not all that comfortable for other people, 

my mother was always saying. 

Before it was the Yellow House, the only house I knew, it was a 

green house, the house my eleven siblings knew. The facts of the world 

before me inform, give shape and context to my own life. The Yellow 

House was witness to our lives. When it fell down, something in me burst. 

My mother is always saying, Begin as you want to end. But my beginning 

precedes me. Absences allow us one power over them: They do not speak 

a word. We say of them what we want. Still, they hover, pointing fingers 

at our backs. No place to go now but into deep ground. 


